GES3 Solve problems using quantitative reasoning .
MATH1000 – Algebra for College Students
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REPORT DATE: 1/13/2014
Algebra for College student is an introductory level algebra course that is the pre-requisite course for
Pre-Calculus, Calculus I, etc., the mathematics series serving STEM programs and other higher level math
requiring programs such as business, economics, etc. QR assessment was composed of selected
questions given on the common final exam that were scored using the AAC&U Quantitative Literacy
Value Rubric.
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Discussion/Action/Closing the Loop:
Background
Math1000, Algebra for College Students, is an introductory level algebra course that is the pre-requisite
course for Pre-Calculus, and the Calculus series serving STEM programs and other higher level math
requiring programs such as business, economics, etc. This course may be partially affected by the
incorrect placement of students1. Additionally, nearly half (43% in fall 2013) of incoming first time full
time freshmen at Kean are African American and/or Latino students2. Janellen’s NJ Public Education
Report3 indicated that there is a wide gap in 8th grade between students of color and their white

1

Students in non-STEM programs etc are often required to take Math1000. The appropriateness and value of
Math1000 for non-STEM programs needs to be reevaluated.

2

IR Profile: http://ir.kean.edu/irhome/Student/StuProfile/Student.asp?EDR=E&StuGrp=FR&Category=Eth

3

The State of New Jersey Public Education Report, Janellen Duffy, 2013
http://www.jerseycan.org/sites/jerseycan.org/files/research/reports/SoE2013/index.html

classmates in their mathematics skills. It is possible African American and Latino students at Kean are still
struggling with their math courses. Math1000 is therefore heavily dependent on the learning outcomes
of Math0901, the developmental course for students who are placed below college level math based on
their Elementary Algebra Accuplacer® scores. Math1000 is a traditionally taught algebra course, where
procedural fluency and calculation using traditional exercises is emphasized to provide students with the
basic tools to succeed in the Calculus sequence.
Results Interpretation
The Quantitative Reasoning assessment was composed of selected questions given on the common final
exam that were scored using the AAC&U Quantitative Literacy Value Rubric. The numbers of questions
selected for interpretation, representation and calculation are 5, 5 and 15.
Students performed better on interpretation and representation rather than calculation. While 60% of
Math1000 students met the expectation (level 3) on Interpretation and representation (60%), only 28%
reached the passing line on calculation. This result is not surprising given the algebraic weaknesses that
our students enter the university with. In order to improve student outcomes in Math1000 we need to
focus on the following.
1. The institution has suggested that the Math department create Math0902 – a developmental
math course for those who will be pursuing STEM subjects and will therefore need to proceed to
Math1000. We will be working on this course in Spring 2014.
2. For the time being, coordinate and communicate with the GE department on ensuring
Math1000 readiness of students who succeed in Math0901.
3. Coordinate and communicate with other (non-calculus sequence) programs in the university
which require Math1000 to make sure that this course is an appropriate mathematics course for
their students.
4. Study our current Math1000 curriculum and the respective mathematics education research to
see what models for successful algebraic development could enhance algebra learning at Kean.
5. Continue to develop economical and effective means of communication and
curriculum/pedagogy dispersion to our adjunct faculty to ensure uniformity of learning
opportunities in all sections of the course.

Other Future Considerations
Develop/Initiate multiple longitudinal study(s) of student performance to answer the following
questions:


Do students who succeed (pass) Math0901 succeed in Math1000 (pass)?



Do students who succeed in Math1000 (pass) succeed in Math1054 (or other higher level math
courses)?



What do students who succeed (pass) in Math0901 learn? (What skills and/or conceptual
understanding do they have that those who do not pass do not have?)



What do students who succeed (pass) Math1000 know or can do at the beginning of Math1000
that other students who fail do not? (What skills and/or conceptual understanding do they have
that those who do not pass do not have?)



Do our Accuplacer® cut scores function appropriately?

